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Keeping Your Crew Safe and 
Your Lights Where You Want Them

Mixing old-school Fresnel technology with multi-lamp capability and the 
latest in position control, makes for one very versatile fi xture.

The LRX Fresnel incorporates two types of bulb mounting systems within 
one fi xture. Designed to accept industry standard G38 based Tungsten 
lamps as well as double ended HMI lamps and, with advanced convection 
cooling technology, no fans are required so it runs silent. Combining these 
lamps with the highest quality Fresnel lens and a refl ector manufactured 
from high purity aluminum, polished to a spectacular fi nish, come together 
to provide outstanding performance. Other features include the latest in 
position control with the robotics built right into the fi xture, external DMX 
addressing, on-board power for the LRX Trolley, our exclusive certifi ed 
easy contacts and a gel frame holder that is securely fastened to the fi x-
ture. All this adds up to one very dynamic multi-source light.

The fi xture can be mounted on most aerial lifts, using our approved con-
dor mounting system or any standard type truss mounted in any location, 
only limited by your imagination (cantilevered from rooftops, hung in ceil-
ings, etc.) Our positive fi xture mounting means no change of movement 
or weathervane from the wind. Once the fi xture is in place, focusing can 
be done quickly and safely from the supplied hardwire DMX hand control-
ler, optional wireless controller or your DMX lighting console.  All allowing 
you to light up the scene exactly how you need it and without the worry 
of operator safety, exposure or time delays due to accessibility issues. By 
adding a LRX trolley, you can push the fi xture into another dimension and 
further your endless possibilities. 

Control all of the LRX lights and trolley from the new iPhone and iPad 
Available now on the App Store.

Call your local dealer for more info.



FEATURES 
Two different types of light in one fixture
G38 based Tungsten bulbs in: 12K - 20K
Double ended HMI bulbs in: 12K - 18K
Weight : 230 lbs.  104.55 kgs

• Silent running with no fans

• Robotics built in, no motors or adapters required

• Pan - 340° non continuous, Tilt - 225°

• Fits standard 12” - 16” truss systems with 1.9” or 2” diameter chord

• Easy external touch pad DMX addressing

• Our exclusive easy mount, mounting system-(Patent Pending)

• Convenient hand controller that can control up to 32 fixtures

• 48” Gel frame holder - 29” lens holder

• Power to operate robotics 110 VAC - 50/60 Hertz Non-dimmend line
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F Stop 500 ASA 24 FPS.
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